International Projects & Specification Services

Specialty Building Product Solutions for International Architectural & Design Specifications

ARDEX Quality and Innovation Leadership

IPSS Across the Globe

Commitment to Environmental Sustainability
Founded in 1949, ARDEX is the global quality and innovation leader for specialty building products, including construction materials for tile and stone installation, subfloor preparation, toppings and concrete restoration, designer walls and floors, wall preparation and smoothing, flooring adhesives and waterproofing.

ARDEX is a family-owned business with a focus on strong, uncompromising product quality, unmatched service, in-depth training and expert technical support. Headquartered in Witten, Germany and with 36 subsidiaries, ARDEX has representation in more than 50 countries. This structure ensures consistent quality and maximum responsiveness to local market needs. ARDEX products unfailingly meet the needs of customers as well as those of individual market segments.

ARDEX customers acquire a promise of outstanding performance and expert support on building sites around the world, resulting in strong, trustworthy global partnerships.

IPSS BENEFITS
• International Product Selection Assistance
• International Warranty Program
• Installer Recommendations and Support
• Specification Assistance
COMMITMENT TO ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

As we develop new products and technologies, our Research and Development teams are focused on creating new formulas that reduce the ecological footprint of our products by consuming fewer natural resources, making use of recycled materials and other improvements with a positive environmental impact.

The ARDEX IPSS team assists architects by providing materials and information they need for their environmental and sustainable design projects internationally.

ARDEX provides required documentation to meet the regulations and standards for each individual country.

IPSS ACROSS THE GLOBE

The International Projects and Specification Services Program (IPSS) assists architects with international project specifications in any part of the world.

The ARDEX IPSS team consists of representatives from ARDEX companies strategically located around the globe. It provides specification assistance to architects, matching the correct ARDEX products and solutions required to ensure a successful installation regardless of location. The ARDEX IPSS Representatives interface with the local ARDEX experts from the location where a project resides to provide technical jobsite support, training and recommendations.

ARDEX also provides architectural and engineering professionals with applicable ARDEX product and installation warranties.

Global Construction

For example, an IPSS Representative can assist an architect based in the United Kingdom with a project they have in Dubai.

The ARDEX Representative based in Dubai will work directly with local contractors in conjunction with the IPSS Representative on the project to make sure all specification expectations are met.

ARDEX Technical Service Team and local representatives assist with the proper documentation and recommendations to ensure ARDEX products meet the building standards and codes for the various countries.